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Abstract. After several years in orbit the COMPTEL experiment aboard the COMPTON Gamma-Ray Observatory has collected a substantial amount of data from the MeV sky. We have used the inflight event data collected from the Crab, which is the brightest point source at MeV energies, to optimize our event selections for point sources. For the COMPTEL 10-30 MeV range we have derived a set of improved parameter selections, which leads to a reduction of background events and - at the same time - increases the number of source events, resulting in an obvious improvement in the signal-to-background ratio for point sources. Due to a revised cut on the PSD parameter a background reduction of ~23% occurs. A narrowing and shifting of the TOF window results in a further slight (~2%) reduction of background, however, also in a slight increase (~5%) of source events. The revised event cuts improve significances of 'real' point sources in imaging analysis typically by ~1σ.

MOTIVATION

The COMPTEL experiment [1] aboard the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) measures 0.75-30 MeV γ-rays. COMPTEL is the first Compton telescope exploring this difficult energy range from a satellite platform. The sensitivity of COMPTEL - like any other observing instrument - depends on the rate of background events, which is strongly influenced by event selections, i.e. cuts on several recorded event parameters like e.g. the energies on the upper and lower COMPTEL detectors, the time-of-flight (TOF) between the upper and lower detectors, and the pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) to discriminate between γ-rays and neutrons.

During the first year of the CGRO mission the standard COMPTEL event selections had been derived - neglecting any energy dependence - by using some
early inflight data from the Crab, which is the brightest point source at MeV energies. These selections have been modified only slightly over the years. Now, after several years in orbit, much more inflight data on the Crab are available, providing better statistics to investigate the observed COMPTEL event distributions more deeply. This is especially important for the energy bands (e.g. above 10 MeV), for which the event rate is small and therefore only limited event statistics was available several years ago.

METHOD

The basic idea of our analysis is to use the Crab source signature in COMPTEL event space as signature for celestial (non-background) events and optimize the parameter cuts on this signature. For the presented analysis we have overlayed 42 days of Crab observations. To derive quantitative results we fitted a simple model to the so-called Angular Resolution Measure (ARM) spectra, which display the angular offset between an event circle and the Crab location (Fig. 1a). The model consists of a first gaussian representing the source (Crab) contribution, and a second gaussian on top of a constant to describe the background contribution. The ARM spectra are generated in a looping procedure for all kinds of combinations of event parameter cuts and are fitted with the model. For each fit we calculated the source and background events as well as the signal-to-background ratio and the source significance for several windows around the best-fit source position. To cross-check our results we applied two supplementary analysis methods: 1) background subtraction in event parameters, and 2) visualization of the selected event distributions. Consistency of the different methods was required for final results.

Finally, the modified event selections are checked by applying a complete three-dimensional maximum-likelihood and maximum-entropy data analysis, including standard background generation and the full COMPTEL response.

RESULTS

The analysis has started for all four standard COMPTEL energy ranges (0.75-1 MeV, 1-3 MeV, 3-10 MeV, 10-30 MeV), and the work is still ongoing. Positive results, however, have been derived so far only for the 10-30 MeV range. The event parameters of interest investigated are PSD, TOF, the earth horizon angle \( \zeta \), the Compton scatter angle \( \varphi \), and the so-called cutoff rigidity for cosmic rays. The rigidity dependence on source significances had not been investigated previously, and for PSD only a general restriction was applied to cut out neutron events. Table 1 gives the standard and optimized cuts on these event parameters for the 10-30 MeV range.

The two parameter sets of Table 1 differ mainly in two respects: 1) the narrowing of the PSD window results in a decrease of \( \sim 23\% \) of background
FIGURE 1. (a) Fit of an 10-30 MeV ARM spectrum with our model. The solid line shows the best fit of our model to the data. The dotted line represents the Crab (source) contribution, and the two dashed lines symbolize the individual (constant, gaussian) background components. The total background is the sum of the two dashed lines.

(b) Two selected ARM fits on the same data are shown. The ARM-spectra have been generated by applying the standard (upper panel) and revised (lower panel) selections. The number of events ('entries') decreases significantly while, in contrast, the amplitude for the Crab events (fit parameter 'P5') increases slightly.

events by cutting off the tail of the neutron event distribution but keeping the source events, and 2) the shifting and narrowing of the TOF window results in a further slight decrease (~2%) of background events, however, at the same time, in an increase of source events by ~5% (Fig.1b). The change of $\zeta$ from 5° to 0° is of minor importance, and for the selections on the other two event parameters no improvement could be found. According to our ARM fits the new selections improve the signal-to-background ratio from 38% to 50%, and the Crab significance from 15.4\(\sigma\) to 18.3\(\sigma\) for a \(\pm 2\sigma\)-window around the best-fit position.

The optimized event cuts yield also improved results in COMPTEL imaging analysis, because the 3-dimensional dataspaces are filled with less background and more source events. Figure 2, as an example, shows two maximum-likelihood images of a three week observation of the Virgo region generated by applying the standard and the revised event cuts. The detection significance of the $\gamma$-ray blazar 3C 279, which showed a strong $\gamma$-ray flare ([2,3]) during this time period, increases from ~3\(\sigma\) to ~4\(\sigma\), and the new map appears to be
FIGURE 2. Two 10-30 MeV maximum-likelihood images of the Virgo region with an observation time of three weeks (CGRO VPs 511+511.5). The left one was generated with standard selections while the right one was generated with the optimized selections. Both images are displayed on the same greyscale code and contour lining. The contour lines start at a detection significance of 2.5σ with a step of 0.5σ assuming \( \chi^2 \)-statistics for known sources. The increase in significance (~3σ to ~4σ) of the quasar 3C 279 (A) is evident.

less noisy. To check whether an improvement for all-sky maps is possible as well, we generated an all-sky maximum-entropy map for the sum of all data up to October '96 (Phase 1 to Cycle 5) using the revised event selections (Fig. 3). This map is considered to be an improvement compared to the standard maps (e.g. [4]), because it is generally 'cleaner' and point sources are visible more clearly, like the blazar PKS 1622-297 (l,b: 349°,13°) for example.

SUMMARY

We have started to revisit the COMPTEL event selection criteria by taking advantage of the increased amount of inflight data. The improved event

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>PSD channel #</th>
<th>TOF channel #</th>
<th>( \bar{\chi} )</th>
<th>( \bar{\varphi} )</th>
<th>Rigidity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard</td>
<td>0 - 110</td>
<td>115 - 130</td>
<td>&gt; 5</td>
<td>&gt; 4</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimized</td>
<td>65 - 85</td>
<td>113 - 126</td>
<td>&gt; 0</td>
<td>&gt; 4</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. COMPTEL standard and optimized event selections (10-30 MeV) for the different parameters of interest
FIGURE 3. COMPTEL 10-30 MeV all-sky maximum-entropy map generated with the optimized event selections and centered at the Galactic Center. Diffuse emission from the galactic plane is obvious. In addition, there are several point sources clearly visible, like e.g. the Crab (l,b: 185°, -6°) and Vela (l,b: 264°, -3°) pulsars, and the blazars 3C 279 (l,b: 304°, 57°), 3C 273 (l,b: 290°, 64°), and PKS 1622-297 (l,b: 349°, 13°).

statistics offers the opportunity for a detailed study of the event parameter distributions as function of energy, and therefore for improved data selections. First positive results have been achieved for the highest COMPTEL energy range (10-30 MeV), although the optimal selections might not yet be reached. A reduction in background events of ~25% and - at the same time - an increase of source events by ~5% has been derived which ‘converts’ to an improvement of ~1σ for ‘real’ point sources in standard maximum-likelihood imaging analysis. In addition, the maps generally look ‘cleaner’ because the amplitude of possible artifacts decreases. Investigations of other energy ranges yielded no significant improvements so far, however, work is still in progress. The overall goal is to increase the scientific return from COMPTEL by sensitivity improvements due to optimal event selections.
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